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Abstract
Mobile sensing data has become a popular data source for geo-spatial analysis,
however, mapping it accurately to other sources of information such as statistical data
remains a challenge. Popular mapping approaches such as point allocation or voronoi
tessellation provide only crude approximations of the mobile network coverage as they
do not consider holes, overlaps and within-cell heterogeneity. More elaborate map-
ping schemes often require additional proprietary data operators are highly reluctant
to share. In this paper, I use human settlement information extracted from publicly
available satellite imagery in combination with stochastic radio propagation modelling
techniques to account for that. I investigate in a simulation study and a real-world
application on unemployment estimates in Senegal whether better coverage approxi-
mations lead to better outcome predictions. The good news is: it does not have to be
complicated.
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1. Introduction
Mobile phone metadata has become a popular data source to complement
official statistics. When an individual makes a call, sends a message or uses
the mobile internet, meta information about this interaction, such as the time
stamp and the location, are stored in a database of the mobile network opera-
tor (MNO). Researchers exploit those spatio-temporal references for geo-located
analysis. One string of research in this field investigates the question whether a
certain characteristic such as poverty, literacy or food insecurity is reflected in
mobile phone behaviour. Matching this behaviour accurately to a ’groundtruth’
- often statistical data from surveys or censuses provided for statistical areas -
however, poses a major challenge as the two data sources lack a common ref-
erence. In the case of call detail records (CDRs), the geographic reference is
provided by the antenna location, often stored as a point coordinate of the
physical location of the corresponding base transmitter station (BTS). Due to
its simplicity, some scientific literature treat antennas as point coordinates [1].
However, the interactions captured by the antenna do not happen entirely at
this exact coordinate, but within the coverage area of the antenna - the cell.
While an antenna may be located in one statistical area, most of the cell may
lie within the neighboring area. The state-of-the-art attempt to address this is
to use spatial weights based on the overlapping area size of statistical areas and
cells approximated via voronoi tessellation [2, 3]. This approach has two major
drawbacks: First, voronoi tessellation perfectly divides the space around BTS
locations depending on the distance to the surrounding BTS. This represents a
na¨ıve approximation of the true coverage areas as it does not take overlaps, areas
without coverage and additional network complexities (multiple antennas per
site/BTS, directionality of antennas, varying frequency bands etc.) into account
[4]. Second, as the weights are based on area sizes, the approach implicitly as-
sumes that individuals/households are homogeneously distributed across space,
which in most cases does not hold true. More elaborate approaches to model
coverage ranges of mobile networks exist [4, 5], however, they often require cell-
level counts of mobile stations (MS, generally defined as a combination of device
and SIM card), a number of technical details concerning the network infrastruc-
ture and additional information from passive monitoring systems, which mobile
network operators are generally highly reluctant to share and in the latter case
often not capable to collect.
Contributions. Acknowledging this, I divide my methodological contribution
in this paper in two parts: First, I propose the use of settlement information
extracted from publicly available satellite imagery to account for within-cell het-
erogeneity within the mobile network when linking statistical data with mobile
phone metadata. Building on this, the second part of the methodology takes
advantage of scenarios where additional technical specifications are available in
order to address the issues for holes, overlaps and non-linearities within the mo-
bile network using propagation-based modelling. My main contributions are as
follows:
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1. The idea of using settlements retrieved from publicly available satellite
imagery as a common reference for statistical units such as households
and ’home-located’ MS in order to calculate weights for mapping mobile
phone metadata and statistical data based on settlement counts in scenar-
ios where MS counts are not available. This way, within-cell heterogeneity
is addressed.
2. A propagation-based approach to account for overlaps, holes and non-
linearities in coverage service provision - in case additional information on
the network infrastructure are available.
3. A large-scale simulation study on a synthetic population grid to system-
atically compare the accuracy of different mapping approaches and their
effects on predictive performance.
4. A real-world application that demonstrates the impact of the mapping
choice on outcomes in later analysis.
Datasets. In the application, I revisit the simulation study of Schmid et al.
[1] published in 2017 in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A on
fine-granular unemployment estimates from mobile phone metadata in Senegal
in order to investigate the effects of different mapping schemes on the unemploy-
ment outcomes. Therefore, I re-run the original simulation with the difference
that I implement multiple mapping schemes to derive area-level covariates from
CDRs. Specifically, I use behavioural indicators and SIM card counts extracted
from CDRs provided by the major Senegalese MNO Sonatel in the context of
the D4D 2014 challenge for the whole year of 2013 and aggregated on the level of
BTS, for which the exact geo-coordinates are also provided [6]. The behavioural
indicators are generated using the popular open-source Python module Bandi-
coot [7]. Further, I use population counts from the full 2013 general population
and housing census (RGPHAE 2013 ) available for the NUTS 4-level of Senegal
- the communes - on the website of ANSD, the National Statistical Office of
Senegal. Commune-level unemployment information are generated from a 10
% sample of RGPHAE 2013. Unemployment information in RGPHAE 2013
are self-reported. Geographic information on the administrative boundaries are
available for communes and above. The settlement-based weights I present in
this paper use data on human settlement areas in Senegal extracted from the
Global Urban Footprint (GUF) project [8] of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) at a resolution of 0.4 arc seconds, which is approximately 12m x 12m.
The GUF project used 180,000 TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X images collected
during the period of 2011 - 2012 (with some data from 2013/14 to fill gaps) to
create black and white abstractions where white pixels represent human settle-
ments with a true positive rate (accuracy to correctly detect human settlements)
of 85 % on average, with 68 % at lowest and 98 % at heighest. GUF data for
Senegal is provided as a single black and white .tif-file with a resolution of 55568
x 39459 pixels.
Related work. Increasing processing capabilities have propelled the use of
satellite imagery in official statistics. The UN [9] recommends using satellite
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imagery to prioritize and check geospatial processes such as the delineation
of enumeration areas during census preparation. It further supports the con-
struction of population grids as a common spatial reference system as proposed
by [10, 11]. Various studies have used remote sensing, sometimes in combina-
tion with mobile phone metadata, to estimate key statistical indicators such
as economic growth [12, 13, 14], population density [15, 16, 17, 18] or poverty
[2, 19, 20]. Work in that field most closely related to this study uses settlement
information extracted from satellite imagery in combination with radio prop-
agation models for application in cost-benefit analysis concerning additional
infrastructure investments [21]. While [21] also uses population counts from
official statistics to estimate the latent demand for mobile services, the author
neither investigates the effects of different coverage mapping techniques on the
results nor does he use mobile phone metadata for statistical purposes.
In addition, the last decade has seen an impressive amount of research on
proposing the use of mobile phone metadata for official statistics foremost in the
hope to overcome the limiting relationship of sample size and data collection
costs. [22] provides an excellent overview on the use of mobile phone metadata
that also covers its application for statistical purposes. Use cases to produce
more frequent, more granular and/or more timely data on a wide range of sta-
tistical topics have been identified. For example, [23, 24, 25, 26, 4] use mobile
phone metadata to investigate population dynamics for more frequent popula-
tion and tourism statistics. [27, 28] apply the question on the whereabouts of a
population to the post disaster setting. Mobility aspects such as commuting and
travelling routines have been looked at in more detail by [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
By exploiting both mobility and (social) network characteristics of mobile phone
metadata, [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] and [41, 42] use mobile phone metadata to
model disease spreading and integration, respectively. Mobile usage patterns
have been explored to provide fine granular insights on socio-demographic in-
dicators such as multi-dimensional poverty [2, 3], literacy [1, 43] and economic
vulnerability [44, 45]. While most of these studies have mapped mobile phone
metadata and groundtruth data using point-to-polygon allocation or voronoi tes-
sellation, very few studies have applied more elaborate approximation schemes.
[4] propose a methodology based on maximum likelihood estimation that uses
cell footprints provided by one or multiple MNOs in combination with location
data from passive monitoring systems to acquire more accurate measures on the
density of MS. The authors run a simulation study on a 100x100m synthetic
population grid to compare the proposed methodology against voronoi-based
coverage maps. However, the methodology requires very detailed information
from the involved MNOs, e.g. on the cell footprints and the signalling data that
may prove difficult to acquire in practice (see 2.1). Further, while the authors
rightly assume a multinomial distribution of the MS counts, finding appropriate
distributions for the wide range of behavioural covariates appears less trivial.
In order to simplify and improve the coverage mapping process, members of
the European Statistical System as part of the ESSnet Big Data project are
currently developing mobloc [46] - an R package that implements the free space
path loss propagation model using technical specifications of antennas as input
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parameters. However, neither [4] nor [46] systematically evaluate different cov-
erage mapping techniques on statistical modelling approaches using real-world
data.
2. Background
2.1. Mobile phone metadata
Mobile networks not only transport data for communication purposes, they
also generate data for reasons such as network auditing, billing, maintenance
and service provision. Some of this meta information is created in interaction
with user equipment such as MS. There are four main caveats of using mobile
phone metadata for population statistics in general. All of them have in com-
mon that they are active areas of current research. First, the customer base
of an MNO constitutes a non-representative population sample with unknown
sampling design. The consequences are varying sampling rates, i.e. locally
changing market shares and parts of the population being structurally excluded
from the sample such as children, elderly and the very poor. Second, the unit
of observation - i.e. the MS, device, the SIM card and/or the subscriber - does
not perfectly match the unit of interest, which is the individual or household,
as phone sharing schemes or multi-SIM uses illustrate. Common approaches to
account for these two caveats are calibration and/or reconstructing the sampling
design empirically. Third, mobile phone metadata lacks the statistical concept
of usual residence - a concept frequently used in official statistics to determine
the geo-location of an individual/household defined as the place where an in-
dividual has lived or intends to live for a period of at least 6 or 12 months
[47]. Different approaches to approximate the home location of an MS exists
(e.g. night-time home location defined as the most frequently used cell by an
MS between 7pm and 7am during a certain time window), however, the def-
initions do not map perfectly introducing uncertainty in further analysis [48].
Fourth, coverage areas cannot be pinpointed as radio propagation is dynamic
and stochastic by nature. Propagation models of various complexity exist to
provide approximations as coverage ranges can generally vary from couple of
hundred meters to over 40km.
Most scientific studies in the context of international development and official
statistics use CDRs - logs of interactions such as calls, text messages or internet
use containing attributes of the MS, the network and the connection - as a basis
for further analysis. The advantages of CDRs compared to other mobile phone
metadata such as Visitor Location Registers (VLRs) or other signalling data
are threefold: First, they provide fine-grained geographical resolution through
cell-level identifiers. Second, they provide information both on the mobility
and the (social) network of the MS. Third, CDRs are fairly easy to access
and to use in analysis as the storage of essential attributes adheres to global
standards such as 3gpp 32.295. However, in addition to the aforementioned
general caveats of mobile phone metadata there are important caveats specific
to CDRs: Social network information extracted from CDRs are increasingly
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incomplete due to a shift towards app-based communication (e.g. Whatsapp
and Facebook messenger). Mobility patterns are fragmented as locations are
logged only during active MS use - again a case of non-random sampling. Some
MNOs are able to extract more detailed information on the location of an MS
and its app usage e.g. for geo-fencing purposes or app-based pricing schemes
through trilateration of signalling data and deep packet inspection, respectively.
This, however, requires specific hardware equipment and software capabilities,
which not every MNO has. Consequently, these type of information are rarely
available to researchers.
2.2. Radio propagation modelling
Radio propagation modelling has been subject to research for decades. Cov-
erage mappings in mobile networks are generally used for network planning
purposes [21, 49]. Looking at Phillips et al. [5] is highly recommended as they
provide an excellent overview on coverage mapping methods. In general, radio
propagation modelling techniques in mobile networks largely focus on estimat-
ing the path loss Lp a radio signal incurs en route between a transmitter tx
and a receiver rx. Together with the output power of the transmitter Ptx, the
gains through directivity and efficiency of the involved antennas Gtx and Grx
and their respective technically-incurred losses Ltx and Lrx, it defines the link
budget - the received power Prx usually expressed logarithmically in decibel per
milliwatt (dBm).
Prx = Ptx +Gtx +Grx − Ltx − Lrx − Lp (1)
Since all RHS parameters except Lp should be known in advance due to the
choice of the technical equipment, I assume Gtx + Grx − Ltx − Lrx = 0 in the
following, leading to a simplified link budget defined as:
Prx = Ptx − Lp (2)
Given the abundance of available models, I follow the guidance of the Euro-
pean Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT) on
radio propagation simulation for mobile services and opt for the widely popular
extended HATA model [50]. It is derived from the COST-231 HATA model [51],
which in turn builds on the original HATA [52] and Okumura model [53]. They
all have in common that they are empirical models to estimate the median path
loss between a transmitter and a receiver based on real-world measurements.
The HATA model extends the Okumura model by distinguishing between ur-
ban, suburban and rural settings, thus accounting for different levels of mean
attenuation due to obstacles and changes in terrain. The COST-231 HATA
model increases the frequency range of the original HATA model. The extended
HATA model is applicable for settings with frequencies f between 30-3000 MHz,
distances d between 0-100km, transmitter heights htx between 30-200m and re-
ceiver heights hrx between 1-10m. The general form of the extended HATA
model LEHp consists of a loss function L for the median path loss and a path
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loss variation term V drawn from a log-normal distribution that accounts for
the stochastic nature of radio propagation1.
LEHp (f, d, htx, hrx, env) = L(f, d, htx, hrx, env) + V (µ, σ, d) (3)
As an example, I provide the path loss function of the extended HATA model
LEHp for distances above 0.1km outdoor in rural areas for frequencies between
150 and 1500 MHz:
LEHp = 69.6+
46.09 ∗ log10 f−
13.82 ∗ log10 htx+
(44.9− 6.55 ∗ log10 htx) ∗ log10 d−
(1.1 ∗ log10 f − 0.7) ∗ hrx−
20 ∗ log10(hrx/10)−
20 ∗ log10(htx/30)−
4.78 ∗ (log10 f)2−
40.14+
V (12, 12)
(4)
So, for example, an MS 1m above the ground at a line-of-sight distance
of 3km in a rural area to an omnidirectional antenna that is 30m above the
ground transmitting at the 900 MHz frequency band would experience a path
loss of LEHp ≈ 118dBm. Assuming a GSM macro-cell with an output power
Ptx = 43dBm using eq. 2 yields a budget for that link, also known as received
signal strength (RSS), of Prx ≈ −75dBm. As a rule of thumb, signals with RSS
values above −80dBm are considered excellent, RSS values below −110dBm
point to very poor signals.
3. Methodology
Usually, statistical data on individuals or households are geo-located to sta-
tistical areas via their respective places of residence. Further, unit-level data is
aggregated to area-level aggregates using some form of weighting factor such as
survey weights. For example, the poverty rate of a region can either be calcu-
lated as the share of units classified as poor among the interviewed residents of
the region multiplied by their sampling weight or via sub-regional poverty rates
weighted with the respective sub-regional population counts. However, neither
1Since model parameters vary depending on the distance, the expected environ-
ment env (indoor/outdoor and rural/suburban/urban) and the frequency, the full ex-
tended HATA model is not spelled out in this paper, but can be accessed here:
https://ecocfl.cept.org/display/SH/A17.3.1+Outdoor-outdoor+propagation
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the places of residences nor the weights are generally available on the cell-level
of a mobile network (as an equivalent to the sub-region). Hence, they need to
be estimated.
In mobile phone metadata analysis, the place of residence of an individ-
ual/household is usually approximated with the night-time home location of an
MS recorded at the cell-level.
Table 1: Example of statistical data and mobile phone metadata.
area id poverty rate
1 0.23
2 0.11
bts id # of calls lon lat
6453 34050 43.2344 23.2342
8348 1023 50.0988 18.84217
To derive survey weight proxies, for example, point-to-polygon allocation as-
sumes equal weights for all cells point-located within a statistical area. Voronoi
tessellation uses the area size of the intersection of voronoi tile and statistical
area as weighting factor, i.e. 1 km2 always conveys the same importance in
aggregation, no matter whether it is 1 km2 of sparsely-inhabited desert or 1
km2 of a densely-populated city.
In most cases, the place of residence of an individual/household (thus is ap-
proximation alike) is linked to some form of settlement. However, neither the
statistical area nor the coverage area of a cell account for that fact. Conse-
quently, the underlying idea behind the proposed methodology is to use human
settlement information extracted from publicly available satellite imagery as
common geographic reference level for both statistical units such as households
and home-located MS. This allows to a) construct weights based on settlement
counts and b) refine weights in cases where MS counts, often regarded as highly
sensitive information by the MNO, are available. Further, in combination with
technical information on the antenna, it allows for an efficient coverage estima-
tion to address the issues of holes and overlaps in a mobile network.
In the following, settlements are denoted as i, BTS as j, statistical areas as
t, the number of home-located MS as d, the population count as p, the number
of settlements as n and metadata covariates as R. To illustrate the value added
of the proposed methodologies, Figure 1a and Table 1 showcase a typical setup
faced when one seeks to augment official statistics with mobile phone meta-
data: statistical indicators are provided for statistical areas A, B and C. Mobile
phone metadata is provided as BTS-level aggregates with the corresponding
point locations 1 and 2. To account for that, I treat each cell site that may
host multiple antennas as single omnidirectional antenna, calling it BTS subse-
quently. This constitutes a simplification of real mobile networks where usually
multiple directional antennas serving on various frequency bands are co-located
at the same site that does not necessarily have to be an actual (cell) tower. Al-
though accounting for directionality of antennas as done by e.g. [4] is likely to
affect the overall outcome of later analysis by increasing the number of network
tiles available for mapping, the challenges for allocating them correctly (holes,
non-linearities, overlaps, within-cell heterogeneity) remain. Consequently, it is
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(a) Setup (b) Point-to-Polygon (c) Voronoi
(d) Augmented Voronoi (e) Best server (f) Inverse signal strength
Figure 1: Popular and proposed mapping schemes
expected that results from this study also apply to a setup based on directional
antennas, thereby justifying the simplifying assumption.
3.1. Point-to-polygon allocation
For purposes such as model fitting one approach to combine statistical data
and mobile phone metadata is to aggregate metadata covariates onto the same
geographical level, e.g. statistical areas. To do so, the point-to-polygon ap-
proach (p2p) treats BTS point locations as such and allocates BTS-level meta-
data covariates using a binary weighting scheme (see Figure 1b and Equation
5).
wp2pj,t :=
{
1 if j ⊆ t
0 otherwise
(5)
Consequently, all network traffic handled by a BTS is attributed to one statis-
tical area exclusively, no matter whether it was generated by a home-located
MS actually ’residing’ in this area or not. In the toy example, but also in the
real-world application presented in Section 5 this leads to a situation where no
metadata covariates are available for certain area, e.g. area C - with negative
effects on the final sample size in model fitting.
3.2. Voronoi tessellation
In contrast, voronoi tessellation (denoted by superscript v) divides the total
space of interest into perfectly disjunct tiles along the equidistant lines between
points, in this case the BTS point locations (see Figure 1c). The current state-of-
the-art procedure is to intersect these tiles - representing approximated coverage
areas of BTS - with the statistical areas. The weights to aggregate BTS-level
metadata covariates to the respective statistical area are derived from the size
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of the intersection of tiles aj and at of BTS j and statistical area t, respectively,
in relation to the total size of at, also expressed as
wvj,t :=
aj ∩ at
at
(6)
In the toy example of Figure 1c, this would reduce to be the intersection
of e.g. statistical area A and the voronoi tile of BTS 1 divided by the total
area of A. However, as mentioned above, area sizes are used in that approach
to approximate the (usually) unknown population counts per intersection by
implicitly assuming homogeneous distribution of the population within a given
statistical area.
3.3. Augmented voronoi tessellation
The proposed settlement-based mapping schemes relax this obviously strong
assumption by assuming a homogeneous housing structure instead, i.e. a con-
stant population density per settlement area within a given statistical area.
Applied to voronoi tessellation, Figures 1c and 1d - with settlement areas repre-
sented as dots - illustrate the difference. Instead of using the area sizes aj and
at to calculate the weights, the ”augmented” voronoi tessellation (av) uses the
number of settlements per area, denoted as nj and nt, respectively.
wavj,t :=
nj ∩ nt
nt
(7)
Consequently, statistical area-level covariates can easily be acquired for both
approaches using a weighted average (or a weighted median) on BTS-level data.
Rˆt =
J∑
j=1
wj,tRj (8)
Going back to the toy example, while BTS 1 covers the smaller part of C in
Figure 1c, thus receives a smaller weight in the calculation of area-level meta-
data aggregates, it looks different in Figure 1d when comparing the number
of settlements, represented by green and purple dots. This way, the proposed
methodology accounts for within-cell heterogeneity of the population distribu-
tion.
Both voronoi tessellation and augmented voronoi tessellation splits the full
space of interest into disjunct tiles. Applied to a mobile network this means
ubiquituous coverage and zero redundancies, i.e. all dots are uniquely associ-
ated to a specific BTS in the toy example. Again this is a strong assumption that
most likely does not hold true in any real-world application. To relax this as-
sumption by introducing holes and overlaps in the network coverage, additional
information are necessary that allow for the estimation of coverage measures
such as the received signal strength (RSS) at any given point in space. Figure
1e exemplifies the consequences: Some settlements are not covered (black dots)
and some settlements, even though closer to one BTS, receive a stronger signal
from a more distant BTS. Assuming coverages are correctly estimated in 1e and
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1f, it demonstrates that point-to-polygon allocation tends to underestimate the
coverage of statistical areas while voronoi tessellation tends to overestimate it.
3.4. Propagation-based mapping schemes
Previously presented schemes follow a ’BTS-centric’ approach by first de-
termining the respective coverage area of a BTS and then analyzing poten-
tial overlaps with other places of interest such as settlements. In contrast,
propagation-based schemes follow an ’MS-centric’ approach by looking at the
connectivity at the place of interest, i.e. the place of usual residence or the home
location first and then estimating which (group of) BTS it most likely serves.
As outlined in Section 2.2, multiple ways exist to estimate the ’connectivity’ of
an MS, but all require at least information on the distance to the surrounding
BTS and additional technical specifications. With that, the serving BTS can be
determined at each place of interest, thus allowing for a more nuanced coverage
mapping. Here, settlements can provide a common geographic reference for the
place usual residence and the home location alike.
3.4.1. Best server area
In mobile networks, an MS usually connects to the antenna that offers the
strongest signal. Thus, the settlement-level weight is 1 for the BTS with the
strongest signal and 0 otherwise.
wbsai,j :=
{
1 if Prx,i,j = max(Prx,i,·)
0 otherwise,
(9)
Links weaker than a certain threshold (e.g. a Prx value below - 110 dBm)
can be discarded as they represent ’dead’ links. This way the approach accounts
for holes in the network coverage. The weights wi,j express the importance of a
BTS for a pixel. Similarly to Eq. 8, they can be used to determine the statistical
area-level covariate estimates Rˆt using a weighted average:
Rˆt =
nt∑
i=1
wi,j∑nt
i=1 wi,j
Rj (10)
Due to the binary nature of the weight,
∑nt
i=1 wi,j represents the number of
settlements with mobile coverage within a given statistical area. In areas with
homogeneous network infrastructure and full coverage, the best server approach
closely resembles the augmented voronoi tessellation with the difference that
path loss increases non-linearly with the distance, i.e. locations very close to
the location of a BTS may be served by another, more distant one.
3.4.2. Inverse signal strength
Radio propagation is stochastic by nature. Changing environmental condi-
tions and varying network loads affect the RSS at a given location across time.
Consequently, the strongest signal is not always provided by the same BTS.
In order to assure quality of service, mobile networks usually exhibit a certain
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number of overlaps. To account for that, I calculate inverse distance weights for
each pixel i using the median link budget Prx,i,j as non-linear distance measure
(see Eq. 11) to the k-nearest antennas. s denotes a tuning parameter, where
s = 0 reduces widwi,j to a fixed weight per BTS and a large s can be used to
approximate the best server approach.
widwi,j :=
vi,j∑ki
j=1 vi,j
with vi,j :=
1
|Prx,i,j |s ∀j ∈ ki (11)
Here again, widwi,j can be used to calculate statistical area-level weighted
averages of BTS-level mobile phone metadata covariates as presented in Eq. 10.
3.5. Potential extensions
Depending on data availability, the methodology can further be extended.
While MNOs often regard MS counts as highly sensitive information since they
reveal a detailed picture of local market shares, they can be used to further refine
the weights towards more accurate population counts. [4] presents elaborate
approaches to use MS counts and advanced technical network specifications to
derive high-resolution population density estimates from signalling data.
Further, high-resolution population grid estimates such as provided by World-
Pop at 100x100m [10] can be used as an alternative to binary settlement data.
Here, wˆi,j can be substituted with the estimated population count pˆi per pixel
directly extracted from the image.
4. Simulation
In order to evaluate the underlying motivation behind this methodology,
i.e. more accurate mapping schemes produce more accurate outcomes, I test
the performance of the different mapping approaches in terms of their overlap
with the true coverage area and the accuracy of the predictions in a controlled
setting with groundtruth information. Therefore, I run a simulation T = 1000
times on a synthetic population grid in which I re-distribute individuals, their
poverty status, BTS locations and technical BTS specifications randomly. I
observe the geographical overlap of the true and the estimated coverage areas,
the overlap in home-located settlements and the correlation between the true
and the estimated variable of interest (in this case the poverty rate). The main
challenge in this simulation is to create ”true” coverage areas for each BTS
that provide a realistic, but simplified benchmark for this study. Consequently,
I opt for the extended HATA model. The choice is motivated by a series of
propagation model evaluations using real-world measurements, notably [54, 55,
56]. The stochastic component within the HATA model is disabled in order to
isolate the effect of interest.
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(a) Settlements (b) Population density
Figure 2: Simulation setup - Settlements
Setup. I simulate a country including a major city, an uninhabited area such as
a large lake or a national park and rural area otherwise using a 1000 x 1000 grid
where each quadratic pixel represents an edge length of 100m. The urban area is
divided into 16 equally-sized (50 x 50 pixel) small statistical areas, whereas the
rural area is divided into 24 larger ones (200 x 200 pixel). I randomly distribute
one million individuals across the grid using a multivariate normal distributions
with µx = 10, µy = 10, Σx = [50, 0] and Σy = [0, 50] for the urban area (1/2 of
the total population) and varying parameter values for the rural centers and a
uniform distribution for the remaining rural area. Pixel-level population counts
are calculated from individual-level data. Figure 2a shows an example of the
settlement distribution across space, Figure 2b the corresponding population
density.
In the next step, I randomly assign a poverty rate to each pixel. First, I
generate a 4x4-pixel poverty grid for which I calculate the population density.
In order to account for differences in the poverty rate between urban and rural
areas, I randomly draw from a uniform distribution with values between 0 and
1 and multiply it with the inverted normalized population density. This poverty
rate serves as the mean µ for randomly assigning poverty rates to settlements
within the respective grid area using a normal distribution N(µ, σ) with σ = 0.5.
Values below 0 and above 1 are windsorized. This two-step procedure tries
to limit good predictive performances for areas not actually covered due to
inference facilitated by the same underlying data generating process. Further,
I assume that every inhabitant has one and only one MS and that there exists
an indicator derived from mobile phone metadata that perfectly correlates with
the true poverty rate of a given set of MS. Consequently, deviations in the
correlation between the poverty rate captured via the ”true” coverage area and
the poverty rate captured via the estimated coverage area exclusively originate
in their coverage mismatch.
In order to create a mobile network on top of that structure, I use a clustering
algorithm based on the population density. BTS are distributed across the
13
(a) Area-level poverty rates
(b) Grid-level poverty rates (c) Settlement-level poverty rates
Figure 3: Simulation setup - True poverty rate
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(a) BTS locations (b) BTS locations and settlements
Figure 4: Simulation setup - BTS locations
country at a ratio of roughly 1 BTS per 5,000 inhabitants in urban areas and
1 BTS per 10,000 inhabitants in rural areas. This results in 100 urban and 50
rural BTS in this simulation. BTS are interpreted as omnidirectional antennas
and assigned specific heights, frequencies and output powers. The specifications
vary more strongly in the urban area in order to reflect the greater complexity of
network topology generally found in metropolitan areas. Since the HATA model
requires a classification of areas into urban, suburban and rural, I use those 50%
of BTS with the smallest number of pixels associated to them by the clustering
algorithm used above as urban and those 5% of BTS with the largest number
of pixels as rural, suburban otherwise. At the end, BTS heights are between 15
- 60 m with frequencies at 900 MHz and 2100 MHz and output power between
40 and 47 dBm. The MS height is fixed at 1m above ground level.
Based on these technical specifications, the true coverage areas and the
true home locations of the settlements using the extended HATA model are
calculated and used to create benchmark estimates of the true poverty rate.
The results are then compared against estimates from point-to-polygon alloca-
tion, voronoi tessellation, augmented voronoi tessellation and BSA and IDW
approaches of a na¨ıve (’simple’) version of the extended HATA model that does
not know the exact technical BTS specifications, but makes an educated guess
based on publicly available information such as the frequencies used in the coun-
try and the location of urban centers. Figure 5 exemplifies how the approaches
differ in terms of geographical coverage.
The results are compared in three different ways: How much do they over-
lap geographically? How much do they overlap in terms of home-located set-
tlements? How well do they predict the true poverty rate of a given statistical
area?
Results. Table 2 shows the best performing approach in each round across
round for all five performance indicators. As expected, the simple HATA model
clearly outperforms the other mapping approaches in terms of overlap, both
geographically with the true coverage area (see Table 3) as well as concerning the
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(a) Point-to-Polygon (b) Voronoi tessellation
(c) HATA (BSA) (d) HATA (IDW)
Figure 5: Coverage areas exemplified
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home-located settlements (see Table 4). As the settlement-based approaches do
only affect the calculation of weights and not of the coverage area, the coverage
results are identical for voronoi tessellation and augmented voronoi tessellation
and for the two HATA approaches, respectively. However, this advantage is not
reflected to a similar extent in the predictive performance.
Table 2: Best performing approach by round across rounds (in %).
Mapping
Coverage Prediction
Geography Settlements R2 Bias RMSE
Point 0.0 0.0 27.5 28.2 28.6
Voronoi
0.0 0.07
2.6 9.9 2.1
Aug. Voronoi (GUF) 35.5 33.1 36.8
HATA (GUF, BSA)
100.0 99.3
29.7 13.7 27.7
HATA (GUF, IDW) 4.7 15.1 4.8
Interestingly, the HATA (IDW) approach performs poorly in prediction in
contrast to the HATA (BSA) approach. This is due to the fact that the poverty
rate in the true coverage area is calculated based on a deterministic home lo-
cation, i.e. it is calculated from a constant set of settlements. This coincides
directly with the mode-based HATA (BSA) approach, however, it does not
reflect most real-world settings, in which stochastic radio propagation and over-
lapping coverage areas lead to situations where the captured poverty rate by the
BTS is sourced from varying sets of settlements. The HATA (IDW) approach
addresses this setup. Consequently, it is expected that the differences between
these two approaches at least diminish in the application with real-world data in
Section 5. Also, deviations of the HATA (BSA) approach from the benchmark
exclusively originate in the technical misspecifications as the true coverage area
is calculated from a correctly specified HATA model. The network complexity
faced in real-world settings is expected to further undermine the accuracy of
propagation-based mapping schemes.
Table 3: Geographical overlap with true coverage area (in %).
Mapping Total Rural Suburban Urban
Point 25.8 15.3 30.9 22.3
Voronoi 30.7 14.1 25.5 37.0
Simple HATA 55.3 80.1 62.1 46.7
Looking at the performance of the two voronoi approaches in Table 2 the
value added of using settlement information becomes apparent. Recalling the
setup, the simulation assumes error-free human settlement identification. This,
again, may not hold true in a real-world application as some buildings may not
be detected while some detected buildings may not be inhabited. Consequently,
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it is expected that the difference between thee two voronoi approaches will be
less stark in the application.
Table 4: Overlap with true home-located settlements (in %).
Mapping Total Rural Suburban Urban
Point 16.9 44.3 15.9 14.9
Voronoi 54.2 56.8 60.7 48.0
Simple HATA 59.7 87.6 66.5 50.6
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the three performance indicators across
rounds for those statistical areas for which every mapping scheme can provide
estimates. On average, this reduces the underlying set of observations from
40 to 32 (see the sample sizes in Table 5). The result for the true coverage
area are represented as benchmark for the other approaches as it estimates the
settlement-level poverty rates actually captured by the respective BTS. Con-
sequently, the benchmark should provide the upper bound for the R2 and the
lower bound for the bias and the RMSE in each round. Deviations thereof may
only be due to spurious correlation.
The sample size difference also explains the difference between the perfor-
mance of the point-to-polygon approach in terms of correlation in Table 5 vis-
a`-vis the performance metrics, especially in rural areas. Point-to-polygon allo-
cation does not provide poverty estimates for 8 out of 40 statistical areas, on
average, as they do not host a BTS (cf. Figures 5a and 4a). As both poverty
rate and BTS allocation is linked to the population density by design, it can be
expected that the predictive performance for rural areas not hosting a BTS are
poor as they are generated from different underlying distributions.
Table 5: Area-level correlation of estimated and true poverty rate & sample size.
Mapping ρ n ρRural nRural ρUrban nUrban
Benchmark 0.905 40 0.734 24 0.971 16
Point 0.930 36 0.828 20 0.940 16
Voronoi 0.873 40 0.622 24 0.966 16
Augmented Voronoi 0.896 40 0.715 24 0.966 16
Simple HATA (BSA) 0.897 40 0.717 24 0.957 16
Simple HATA (IDW) 0.885 40 0.670 24 0.962 16
However, this does not fully explain the performance differences between
the approaches. On one hand, statistical areas are quite large, thus most of the
BTS experience little overlaps in their true coverage area with other statistical
areas. Consequently, the statistical area provides a decent approximation for
the coverage. In contrast, simple voronoi tessellation with geographical weights
tends to overemphasize the importance of remote areas as a) it assumes to cover
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(a) R2
(b) Bias
(c) RMSE
Figure 6: Estimating the true poverty rate for statistical areas
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areas for which data is actually not captured and b) BTS are usually located
in close proximity to populated areas while serving remote areas further away
as a side effect of it. This may be especially relevant in situations with large
between-variation among statistical areas, strong population clusters and imper-
fect mobile network coverage. While b) is accounted for in the simulation, only
approx. 0.1 % of the settlements are not covered by the network. Although this
in line with the mobile network coverage in most countries, it can be expected
that propagation-based schemes that account for holes in the mobile network
outperform established approaches in setups with poor coverage.
5. Application
In their 2017 study on estimating literacy rates in Senegal published in the
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A, Schmid et al. [1] use point-to-
polygon allocation to map BTS point locations to statistical areas (communes).
I revisit the design-based simulation of the study and extend it with four al-
ternative mapping schemes, notably voronoi tessellation, satellite-augmented
voronoi tessellation and the herein presented propagation-based coverage es-
timation methods using the best server area approach and the inverse signal
strength weights. I compare the outcomes of all five schemes in terms of bias,
root mean squared error (RMSE) and adjusted R2.
Situation in Senegal. The application draws on real-world data from Orange-
Sonatel for the year of 2013 [6]. During that time, the MNO operated mainly
on the GSM 900 (2G) band with some UMTS 2100 (3G) deployments in urban
centers. A large share of on-net traffic (approx. 91 % of overall traffic vis--vis
a market share of approx. 57 %) during that year suggests a high prevalence of
dual SIM use. It is expected that in this setting a negligible share of SIM cards
are used by IoT devices others than MS. Coverage advantages in rural areas
suggest dual-SIM use to be a phenomenon of more densely populated areas.
The country exhibits little irregularities in the terrain: The highest point of
Senegal being approx. 648 m above sea level is located at its southern border.
The lowest point constitutes the sea level. Urban built-up areas with multi-
storey buildings are predominantly limited to downtown Dakar. Most of the
country is dominated by savanna with sparse high-grown vegetation.
Original study. In their design-based simulation, Schmid et al. [1] implement
a stratified two-stage cluster sample design similar to the one used in large-
scale household surveys such as the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS)
using a 10 % random sample of a pseudo-population as sampling frame, the
431 communes of Senegal as primary sampling units (PSUs) and the 14 regions
of Senegal as strata. The authors combine the constructed ’survey’ data with
covariates extracted from mobile phone metadata on the level of communes in
order to evaluate different small area estimation techniques using the unem-
ployment rate as target variable of choice. The covariates are calculated on the
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subscriber-level using the Python library Bandicoot [7]. The subscriber-level co-
variates are allocated and aggregated to a BTS using the most frequently used
BTS by a subscriber between 7pm and 7am as the home location. The BTS-level
covariates are then allocated and aggregated using point-in-polygon allocation.
Variable selection is performed backwards on large communes using the Bayesian
Information Criterion. The covariates are used to generate small area unemploy-
ment rate estimates using a transformed Fay-Herriot model. Finally, Schmid et
al. evaluate the small area estimates against the ’true’ pseudo-population aggre-
gates in 500 simulation runs using bias and RSME for a) communes covered by
the survey (in-sample) b) communes not covered by the survey (out-of-sample)
and c) communes without covariates from mobile phone metadata. For addi-
tional details on the setup of the original study, I refer to [1].
Extensions. I re-run the simulation of the original study five times thereby
only varying the commune-level matrix of covariates as inputs. Specifically,
I create five distinct sets of commune-level covariates beforehand by applying
different mapping schemes during the aggregation process of the BTS-level data
of the original study. First, I use the point-to-polygon allocation used in the
original study. Second, I apply a standard voronoi tessellation to extract spatial
weights proportional to the geographical overlap of tile and statistical area as
described in 3.2 since it is used in most other studies in this field. Third,
I augment the voronoi tessellation with settlement information from GUF by
taking the number of white pixels (representing (part of) a settlement) within
each section as a weight for commune-level aggregates to account for within-
cell heterogeneity. Fourth, I implement the extended HATA (BSA) model as
presented in 3 and GUF data. In densely populated areas, this approach closely
resembles voronoi tessellation, however, it allows for holes in the network and
for non-linear relationships between signal strength and distance. Fifth, I use
inverse signal strength weights - HATA (IDW) - to capture the stochastic nature
of a link.
Comparing Figure 7c ff. to Figure 7b shows the benefits of augmenting
survey data with mobile phone metadata: providing estimates for small areas
not originally covered by the survey. Looking at Figure 7a, it is noteworthy
that one commune - Thietty in the region Kolda - does not appear to host any
settlement identified as such in GUF data. While official population numbers
do not support this view, it underlines the fact that information extracted from
satellite imagery, e.g. settlement classifications, are subject to some degree of
uncertainty.
Assumptions. In contrast to point-to-polygon allocation and voronoi tessella-
tion, the extended HATA model requires additional technical antenna specifica-
tions, notably the antenna and receiver height, the frequency and the transmit-
ter power. As additional information are not available in the original study, I
make following assumptions: I fix both the antenna height htx and the receiver
height hrx at the lower bound of the extended HATA model, which is 30 m
and 1 m, respectively, both located outdoors with line-of-sight and a transceiver
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(a) Settlements (b) Direct estimate
(c) Point-to-Polygon (d) Voronoi
Figure 7: Commune-level coverage areas in Senegal
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Figure 8: Estimated 2G HATA coverage for 2013 (purple) and ”true” coverage of 2G infras-
tructure in September 2017 provided by a Senegalese MNO
installed above the roof. As most of Senegal is flat without high multi-storey
buildings except in downtown Dakar and in large parts no high-grown vegeta-
tion this assumption appears reasonable. Further, I fix the frequency in rural
areas at 900 MHz and in urban centers at 2100 MHz and I interpret BTS as
omnidirectional antennas with an output power of 45 dBm. This is clearly a
simplification of the actual network topology, especially in urban areas with a
mix of directed micro and macro cells. However, in Senegal in 2013, 4G has not
yet been introduced and Orange-Sonatel was operating 3G (on the 2100 MHz
frequency band) only in urban areas. The remaining country was served with
2G technology on the 900 MHz band. Figure 8 presents a rough sanity check
for the assumptions by overlaying it with coverage area estimates for 2G in 2017
published by Sonatel [57].
While Senegal offers an official classification of rural and urban on the
commune-level, it is imperfect for the purposes of this study, as it takes a wide
variety of non-network-specific factors into account. This leads to a situation
where places with a high population density, e.g. Touba Mosque, are classi-
fied as commune rurale. Instead, I use BTS density per km2 as a proxy for
urbanity with a threshold of 1. Communes with more than one BTS per km2
are classified as urban, those 50% of the communes with the lowest site density
are classified as rural, the remaining communes are classified as suburban. This
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represents a more network-oriented measure of urbanity and is also in line with
the area type classification of the HATA model.
Results. Similar to Table 2 in the simulation, Table 6 shows which mapping
scheme performed best across the 500 evaluation rounds. Confirming initial find-
ings of Section 4, there is no clear winner. While voronoi tessellation performs
best in out-of-sample predictions in terms of RMSE (38.4 % of the rounds), it
performs poorest in in-sample predictions. One possible explanation is that the
lower average number of predictors used across rounds reduces the effects of
overfitting. While both HATA (IDW) and point-to-polygon allocation perform
well across performance metrics, the overall difference between the approaches
is limited (see Figure 9 and Table 7).
Table 6: Best performing approach by round across rounds (in %).
Mapping
Adj. R2 Bias RMSE Avg. # of
predictorsin in out in out
Point 19.2 23.6 25.0 15.2 21.6 11.1
Voronoi 6.8 16.0 18.0 17.0 38.4 9.7
Aug. Voronoi (GUF) 26.0 19.4 16.0 28.6 10.4 11.0
HATA (GUF, BSA) 28.6 19.0 21.6 20.8 5.6 12.2
HATA (GUF, IDW) 19.4 22.0 19.4 18.4 24.0 10.9
In Figure 9b and Figure 9c the typical trade-off between the bias and the
variance of a small area estimator vis-a`-vis the direct survey estimator becomes
apparent.
While settlement-based mapping schemes exhibit improvements in the model
fit compared to point allocation or voronoi tessellation (see Figure 9a), they do
not translate into major efficiency gains in terms of bias and rmse (see Figures
9b and 9c). Possible reasons are threefold: There is a significant classification
error in the settlement data. The complete absence of settlements in Thietty,
Kolda, support this assumption. As a cross-check, I re-run the analysis with
different alternatives to GUF settlement data. Specifically, I use high-resolution
population density estimates from WorldPop [10], BTS-level SIM card counts
and area-level population counts to derive alternative weights, however, none
of them lead to major efficiency. Second, there is high spatial auto-correlation,
thus little structural difference between the densely and sparsely populated ar-
eas in terms of the variable of interest - here unemployment - so even though
latter are overemphasized in the calculations, it does not affect the outcome pre-
dictions. Here, I re-run the application with alternative variables of interest, i.e.
the literacy rate; again, without significant efficiency gains versa point allocation
and voronoi tessellation. Third, there is little within-variation variation of the
population density so that geographic weights and settlement-based weights are
very similar. The correlation coefficient between the weights of the two voronoi
approaches confirm that with ρ = 0.98. Also, I use the 100 meters x 100 meters
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(a) Adjusted R2
(b) Bias
(c) RMSE
Figure 9: Evaluation of poverty rate estimates for in-sample communes across 500 simulation
rounds
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population estimates from WorldPop to extract commune-specific variation co-
efficients. For 76.8 % of the communes, the within-commune variance is below
1, for 4 % it is above 100 with a maximum at 3553.4.
Details on the cross-checks can be found in the supplementary material.
Table 7: Correlation with true unemployment rate and sample size in Senegal.
Mapping ρ n ρin nin ρout nout ρooc nooc
Point 0.503 431 0.769 192 0.308 210 0.283 29
Voronoi 0.530 431 0.771 196 0.323 235 - 0
Aug. Voronoi (GUF) 0.501 431 0.773 195 0.281 233 0.413 3
HATA (GUF, BSA) 0.492 431 0.769 194 0.283 232 0.316 5
HATA (GUF, IDW) 0.532 431 0.773 196 0.341 234 - 1
In general, the value added of using propagation-based mapping schemes
appears to be negligible in this application, even though the sanity check in
Figure 8 hints at the abundant presence of both overlaps and holes in the mo-
bile network. A potential explanation is that the simplified HATA model is
misspecified to an extent where the introduced errors cancel out the potential
benefits. Looking at the specifications used in the application, this is most likely
due to an underestimation of the coverage as the augmented voronoi approach
closely resembles the upper bound for an overestimation using the HATA (BSA)
within a - by assumption - largely homogeneous network.
6. Conclusion
Augmenting official statistics with mobile phone metadata still faces multiple
methodological challenges, one of them is finding a common reference unit.
As record-linkage on the individual-level presents considerable privacy risks a
common procedure is to combine aggregates of these two disparate data sources
on a geographical level. However, the stochastic nature of radio propagation
makes it difficult to pin down coverage areas of the mobile network. Based on
this study the good news is that it does not have to be complicated if supervised
learning / prediction is the goal. While propagation-based models can help to
refine the accuracy of coverage area estimation, it does not greatly impact the
quality of the outcome predictions. One reason is that usually cells are located
in a way that they provide a good service to as many MS as possible. As radio
signals fade over distance, this means they are in close proximity to areas with
high demand, i.e. densely populated places. Mapping schemes, in turn, mainly
differ from each other when looking at the limits of a cell. However, most
of the traffic which is correlated with statistical data for training/prediction
is generated nearby, so the differences between mapping schemes become less
relevant. Also, while geographical weights as used in most applications in this
field ignore heterogeneity occurring within the cells, the corresponding statistical
areas are often significantly larger. Therefore, cross-border cells, which could
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actually profit from weighting schemes that take within-cell heterogeneity into
account, occur less frequent. In addition, cells and administrative (thus often
statistical) areas are intimately linked via population clusters as both tend to
be centered around them.
However, this study just provided initial evidence to inform future mapping
choices and could be extended in multiple ways: First, both in the simulation
and the application directional antennas are combined to omnidirectional an-
tennas. While this is motivated by the typical data availability in real-world
applications, it is of course a strong simplification of the actual network topology.
As studies, e.g. [4], has shown moving from an BTS-oriented to a cell-oriented
analysis could greatly affect analysis, especially via potential increases in sample
size. However, it needs further investigation how refined mapping schemes can
add further value to supervised learning setups in cell-level analysis. Second,
the study used comparatively simple empirical propagation models based on
real-world measurements largely ignoring actual environments. More advanced
propagation models exist, however, they require significantly more computing
resources that could limit their applicability as they take the physical surround-
ing via digital surface models into account. Nevertheless, investigating this
constitutes an interesting path for further research.
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Supplementary material: Better coverage, better
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1. Application with data other than GUF settlement data
I re-run the application using alternative data sources to GUF settlement
data, specifically 100 meters x 100 meters population density estimates from
WorldPop (Table 1 and Figure 1), BTS-level SIM card counts provided by
Orange-Sonatel through the 2014 D4D challenge (Table 2 and Figure 2) and
commune-level population counts from the RGPHAE 2013 (Table 3 and Figure
3). The results are presented below.
1.1. WorldPop population density estimates
Table 1: Best performing approach by round across rounds (WorldPop, in %).
Mapping
Adj. R2 Bias RMSE Avg. # of
predictorsin in out in out
Point (WPG) 27.8 27.8 25.6 18.2 18.0 11.1
Voronoi (WPG) 6.0 14.6 18.4 14.0 23.6 9.7
Aug. Voronoi (WPG) 10.6 19.4 17.0 14.8 26.2 9.6
HATA (WPG, BSA) 28.6 16.2 16.8 22.4 8.4 10.9
HATA (WPG, IDW) 27.0 22.0 22.2 30.6 23.8 10.5
1.2. SIM card counts
1.3. Population counts
2. Application with literacy rate
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Figure 1: Evaluation of poverty rate estimates for in-sample communes across 500 simulation
rounds (WorldPop)
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Figure 2: Evaluation of poverty rate estimates for in-sample communes across 500 simulation
rounds (SIM card counts)
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Figure 3: Evaluation of poverty rate estimates for in-sample communes across 500 simulation
rounds (Population counts)
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Figure 4: Evaluation of literacy rate estimates for in-sample communes across 500 simulation
rounds
5
Table 2: Best performing approach by round across rounds (SIM card counts, in %).
Mapping
Adj. R2 Bias RMSE Avg. # of
predictorsin in out in out
Point (SIM) 12.2 14.0 17.2 17.8 17.2 9.6
Voronoi (SIM) 5.6 19.2 21.0 21.4 55.6 9.1
Aug. Voronoi (SIM) 16.6 26.6 21.6 31.2 15.0 10.0
HATA (SIM, BSA) 42.4 18.8 18.8 16.2 2.6 12.2
HATA (SIM, IDW) 23.2 21.4 21.4 13.4 9.6 10.8
Table 3: Best performing approach by round across rounds (Population counts, in %).
Mapping
Adj. R2 Bias RMSE Avg. # of
predictorsin in out in out
Point (POP) 12.6 11.8 22.0 22.2 13.0 10.3
Voronoi (POP) 7.0 15.0 17.6 13.4 47.0 9.7
Aug. Voronoi (POP) 25.8 24.6 13.8 21.2 13.2 11.0
HATA (POP, BSA) 24.2 18.4 25.0 21.2 5.8 11.2
HATA (POP, IDW) 30.4 30.2 21.6 22.0 21.0 11.3
Table 4: Best performing approach by round across rounds (in %).
Mapping
Adj. R2 Bias RMSE Avg. # of
predictorsin in out in out
Point 57.0 15.2 55.4 42.6 30.6 12.4
Voronoi 17.2 40.2 5.4 15.0 11.6 11.5
Aug. Voronoi (GUF) 9.6 13.0 11.2 18.8 30.6 10.9
HATA (GUF, BSA) 12.2 16.4 18.0 13.8 17.6 11.5
HATA (GUF, IDW) 4.0 15.2 10.0 09.8 9.6 10.4
6
